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Background: Accurate staging of lung cancer is paramount for directing treatment. After an internal audit
suggested a higher than expected rate of synchronous multiple primary lung cancers (SMPLC), we have
sought to evaluate the prevalence of SMPLC at our single, large academic center.
Methods: From January 2019 to September 2019, patients with non-small cell lung cancer who underwent
surgical resection were retrospectively reviewed. Clinical characteristics, pre- and post-op imaging,
30-day morbidity and mortality, as well as pathological findings were reviewed. SMPLCs were defined using
modified Martini criteria.
Results: Among 83 patients who underwent surgical resection for primary lung cancer with the intention
of cure, 17 (20.5%) had pathologically confirmed SMPLC’s, 53 (64%) were single primary lung cancers, and
13 (16%) had metastatic lesions from primary lung cancer or extra-thoracic cancers. Mean length of stay was
2 days with no mortalities. Of the SMPLC group, 9 (53%) had previous extra-thoracic neoplasms, compared
with 8 (15%) in the single primary group. Four (24%) had a history of resected lung cancers more than
2 years previously, and were participating in lung cancer surveillance programs.
Conclusions: The rate of SMPLC at our institution appears to be considerably higher than traditionally
reported. Failure to recognize the high incidence of synchronous primary lung cancers exposes patients to
the risks of under treatment and poor outcomes.
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Introduction
Accurate staging of lung cancer is paramount for directing
treatment. After an internal audit suggested a higher than
expected rate of synchronous multiple primary lung cancers
(SMPLC), we have sought to evaluate and present the
prevalence of SMPLC at our single, large academic center.
Lung cancer has been predicted to be the number one in
cancer killer in the United states, and frequently presents
with advanced disease not amenable to curative resection (1).
Shifts in histological type and increased understanding
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of genomic alterations in lung cancer development have
changed management of lung cancer; and earlier and
increased detection with screening, and decreases in surgical
morbidity and mortality over the last several decades have
led to a potential increase in of surgical approaches.
Multiple studies and descriptions have been published in
the past regarding SMPLC have been published. In 1924
the German physician Beyreuther described a patient with
synchronous primary tumors (2). Martini and Melamed’s
classic description and criteria were published in 1975 (3).
However, not until recently has the clinical entity become
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Two or more suspicious lung nodules and:
(I) Presence of tumor with different histology
(II) Tumors of different histological subtypes, regardless of nodal status
(III) Tumors of similar histology but arising from separate foci
(IV) Tumors of similar histology in absence of metastatic disease in intervening regional or mediating lymph node stations
(V) Absence of extra-thoracic metastatic disease

Figure 1 Modified Martini-Melamed criteria.

a prominent theme in the collective clinical thought or
staging guidelines (4). While past staging systems have
tended to downplay the concept of synchronous multiple
primary tumors (5), the 8th edition of the AJCC TNM
staging for lung cancer now finally gives credence to the
understanding of synchronous primary lung cancers by
applying the highest clinical T descriptor of multiple
tumors, followed by the number of total lesions (4).
We have published our perspective in the past (6), that
patients with multiple primary lung cancers need careful
staging, and most need surgery rather than medical therapy,
resulting in an increase in therapy with curative intent.
We use a modified Martini-Melamed criteria to aid our
determination of synchronous primary lung cancers (Figure 1),
along with careful histologic subtyping and occasionally
genomic data.
Recent literature dating from the mid 80’s to the present
time reports record incidences between as reported in
various clinical series ranges from 0.2% to 8% (3.5–14%
in autopsy studies) (7). However, we performed an internal
audit after an anecdotal perception of an increased incidence
of multiple lung cancers. This revealed a shockingly high
true incidence of synchronous primary lung cancers. We
now present our findings over the last 9 months at a tertiary
academic center in Upstate New York.
Methods
After obtaining IRB approval, patients who underwent
pulmonary resections for presumed clinical non-small cell
lung cancer from January 2019 to September 2019 were
retrospectively reviewed. Clinical characteristics, pre- and
post-op imaging, additional workup, 30-day morbidity and
mortality, as well as pathological findings were reviewed.
Synchronous primary lung cancers were defined using our
modified Martini-Melamed criteria.
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Results
All patients included in this study were suspected to have
primary pulmonary neoplasms. After histological evaluation
and final pathological staging, we found that three primary
categories became apparent. Single non-small cell lung
cancer patients made up 64% (N=53) of our population,
synchronous primary lung cancer patients 20% (N=17), and
patients with either metastatic lung cancer or extra-thoracic
metastases 16% (N=13).
Patients were fairly similar between groups (Table 1),
with about half of each group being male, most having
smoking history, and the majority with multiple medical
comorbidities. The majority of patients in the SMPLC and
metastatic groups had dealt with previous extra-pulmonary
cancers. Nine of 17 (53%) in the SMPLC group and 9 of
13 (69%) in the metastatic group had histories of previous
extra-pulmonary cancers, including cancers of the mouth,
tongue, prostate, skin, maxillary sinus, breast, kidney, and
one with lymphoma. This contrasted with only 14.5% of
the single lesion group having previous extra pulmonary
neoplasms. Figure 2 shows a CT scan of a typical patient in
the series.
Among 83 patients who underwent surgical resection for
primary lung cancer with the intention of cure, 17 (20.5%)
had pathologically confirmed SMPLC. Of those, 15 (88%)
were ipsilateral multiple lobe, 2 (12%) were bilateral, and 2
(12%) were ipsilateral same lobe with different histological
subtypes. Of these 17 patients, 4 (24%) had a history of
resected lung cancers more than 2 years previously, and
were participating in lung cancer surveillance programs.
Seven of 17 (41%) were the same histology, and 5 (30%)
patients had more than 2 tumors (Table 2). All patients
underwent R0 resection.
Surgical morbidity was low for all groups, and operative
mortality in the entire group was 0% (Table 3). Median
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Table 1 Epidemiology
Variable

SMPLC (n=17)

Metastasis (n=13)

Single lesion (n=53)

70.1

62.2

68.5

Male, %

41

53

45

Smoking

13 (76%)

9 (69%)

41 (77%)

Asbestos exposure

1 (6%)

0 (0%)

4 (8%)

COPD

4 (24%)

2 (15%)

16 (30%)

Hypertension

10 (59%)

5 (38%)

27 (51%)

Hyperlipidemia

13 (76%)

2 (15%)

26 (49%)

Obesity

3 (18%)

2 (15%)

6 (11%)

CAD

2 (12%)

1 (8%)

8 (15%)

PVD

2 (12%)

0 (0%)

2 (4%)

Prediabetes

2 (12%)

0 (0%)

3 (6%)

Diabetes

4 (24%)

2 (15%)

12 (23%)

Hypothyroidism

2 (12%)

0 (0%)

9 (17%)

GERD

2 (12%)

1 (8%)

9 (17%)

Previous extra-pulmonary cancers

9 (53%)

9 (69%)

8 (15%)

Average age, years

SMPLC, synchronous multiple primary lung cancers; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CAD, coronary artery disease; PVD,
peripheral vascular disease; GERD, gastroesophageal reflux disease.

Figure 2 Typical patient in the series, three discrete radiographic
lesions, post-operative pathological reports revealed (in addition
to negative lymph nodes): (I) RUL: adenocarcinoma acinar
predominant 2.5 cm; (II) RLL: adenocarcinoma lipidomic
predominant 2.2 cm; (III) RLL: focus of minimally invasive

a repeat VATS-decortication, In the metastatic group, one
patient had a prolonged hospital stay of 5 days due to an air
leak. Three patients in the single primary cancer group had
major complications, with one patient suffering a stroke,
subsequent with respiratory failure requiring a prolonged
hospital stay of 7 days; one suffered a recurrent laryngeal
nerve injury; and one patient suffered an iatrogenic,
traumatic linear tear in the L-main bronchus from duallumen tube placement with corresponding air leak that
resolved over the patient’s 4 day hospital stay without
intervention. Minor complications such as transient (<1 day)
air leaks, mild renal failure, or other medical complications
that were easily remedied occurred in about 20% of all
three groups.

adenocarcinoma, 0.2 cm; (IV) LLL: adenocarcinoma acinar
predominant. RUL, right upper lobe; RLL, right lower lobe; LLL,
left lower lobe.

length of stay was 2 days. Complication rates were low.
One patient in the SMPLC group, after undergoing her
second resection on the contralateral side, required a
14-day hospital stay for a prolonged air leak necessitating
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Discussion
Appropriate treatment of patients with multiple primary
tumors has become increasingly important with the
increased incidence of SMPLC. The reasons for the
increase in perceived frequency of recorded synchronous
or metachronous primary lung cancers appears to be
multi-factorial, with improved imaging and surveillance,
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Table 2 Operative procedures
Variable

SMPLC (n=17)

Metastasis (n=13)

Single lesion (n=53)

Combining all resections (sequential and
simultaneous)

17

13

53

Wedge

20

9

24

Segmentectomy

10

1

7

Lobectomy

6

2

23

Conversion to thoracotomy

0

0

4

Average length of stay (days)

2.2

2.5

2.6

Post op complications (major)

1 (6%)

1 (8%)

3 (6%)

Post-op complications (minor)

3 (18%)

3 (23%)

11 (21%)

0

0

0

30-day mortality
SMPLC, synchronous multiple primary lung cancers.

Table 3 Location of tumors
Variable

SMPLC (n=17)

Metastasis (n=13)

Single lesion (n=53)

RUL

10

1

20

RML

4

2

2

RLL

11

7

7

LUL

4

4

13

LLL

7

1

8

Bilateral

2 (12%)

N/A

N/A

Ipsilateral

15 (88%)

N/A

N/A

SMPLC, synchronous multiple primary lung cancers; LLL, left lower lobe; LUL, left upper lobe; RLL, right lower lobe; RML, right middle
lobe; RUL, right upper lobe.

improved awareness, and advances in cancer therapy
resulting in longer survivals and subsequently more time
to develop more primary tumors. The outcome achieved
by medical treatment alone for an additional lesion of
the same histology in the ipsilateral chest in the current
staging system is poor (8), but in today’s era of minimally
invasive lobectomies and sublobar resections, successful
surgical resection can be performed on many patients
with low morbidity and mortality. Furthermore, surgical
treatment, provided patients are reasonable candidates,
is ideal primary treatment (9). Performing VATS for
SMPLC is feasible, safe, and reproducible, and confers
considerable benefit, as does bilateral approaches either
simultaneously or sequentially. A group out of China
used three principles in their decision making regarding
SMPLC: first, surgical resection is the first choice in the
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absence of contraindications; second, the retention of
healthy lung tissue and effective and complete removal of
tumors are equally important; and third, if multiple primary
lung cancers cannot be removed completely at one time,
the tumor with the worst prognosis should be removed
first. Their approach on 56 patients resulted in an average
LOS of 5.4 days, post-op complication rate of 14.2% (all air
leaks), and no 30-day mortality (10).
Multiple studies evaluating synchronous primary lung
cancers suggest that survival is better than previously
expected. In a purely observational study, Johnson in 1998
observed that, once a second primary is detected, 5-year
survival has been estimated to be about 20% (11). However,
improved outcomes have been reported in later studies. De
Leyn et al. in 2008 published a retrospective review of 57
patients over 20 years who had sequential thoracotomies
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for resection of bilateral synchronous primary lung cancers.
They found a median survival of 25.4 months, 5-year
survival of 38%, noting significantly better outcomes than if
these patients would have been treated only medically (12).
Fabian published a multi-institutional study with a
particular focus on synchronous primary non-small cell
lung cancers, and found a cancer specific survival of 69%
and overall survival of 53% at 5 years (13). These data
support our premise that these patients behave clinically as
independent primaries, not metastatic disease. Prognosis
largely depends on time of detection, stage, and location
of the second tumor, just as it does for an initial primary
tumor, so ongoing surveillance is mandatory for this
population of patients.
Accurate diagnosis, however can be difficult, even with
expert pathological and histological subtyping (14,15).
Genomic testing and next generation sequencing to enhance
accuracy in diagnosis have been promising. In 2017, Saab
et al. looked at a cohort of patients who had resected
synchronous and metachronous primary adenocarcinomas,
and found that the determination of intrapulmonary
metastasis vs synchronous primary lung cancers occurred in
65% of patients with histology alone, but that the addition
of genomic data (utilizing next generation sequencing)
brought a conclusive diagnosis in 94% of patients (16).
Multiple other recent papers suggest using alternate
genetic evaluation with chromosomal rearrangement or
next generation DNA sequencing differentiate multiple
primaries from metastatic lung cancer (17,18). Even “blood
biopsy” techniques using circulating tumor DNA have
shown potential as surveillance or screening (19).
As we continue to follow the evolution of lung cancer
presentation, we have become increasingly aware of the
“cancerization effect” (20). Our patients have proven
themselves to be prone to the development of neoplastic
disease in multiple organ systems, as well as in the lungs.
Consequently, we favor sub-lobar resections in patient’s
with multiple tumors at presentation, in anticipation of
their developing new tumors and requiring subsequent
resections. This principle was born out in a patient in this
series, who had an initial resection of 3 tumors in 2017,
followed by the development of two more in 2018, and
then finally 2 more in 2019, all of which were successfully
resected, and were a mixture of adenocarcinomas and
squamous cell carcinomas. While certainly an outlier, this
patient’s story is fairly common in our practice, and there
is a reported constant rate of new tumor development of
around 1% per patient per year (11).
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Though our local medical oncology community has
begun to change their initial reaction of diagnosing
metastatic disease when faced with a patient with multiple
lung nodules, we continue to recommend that patients
with more than one suspicious tumor nodule receive a
thorough evaluation by a thoracic surgeon. We believe that
not recognizing the high incidence of synchronous primary
lung cancers results in under treatment and excess mortality
of lung cancer patients.
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